Power Supplies For Instrumentation

The Telmar Model WE-114 is a general-purpose plug-in type instrumentation power supply designed for the technician or engineer in service bench or field applications. Grounded AC input and 24VDC output provide instrument loop power in virtually any plant location. The WE-114 is CSA and UL approved with 250MADC output current capable of powering up to (10) 4-20MADC transmitters or loops.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

INPUT VOLTAGE:
115 V AC 50/60Hz

OUTPUT:
24 Volts DC @ 250MADC

ACCURACY:
+/- 1.5%

OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE:
0 to 40°C

FEATURES
• Plug-in Design
• High Output Current
• CSA/UL Approvals
• High Impact Plastic Case